Wolman's arguments 'with right'

GOP campaign head criticizes McGovern

(Continued from page 1)
You should stay on that job on the basis of performance in office.

W ith this campaign philosophy, the Republicans have found that they certainly have their work cut out for them in Massachusetts.

MacGregor also rather surprisingly indicated that Nixon himself may make an appearance in Massachusetts before the election, and what may be even more unusual, he also said he ‘virtually certain that Vice-President Agnew will make a campaign trip to Commonwealth,’ which could be a tense situation for the Massachusetts CRP due to strained relations between Agnew and Sargent, who has repeatedly voiced his objections to the vice-president.

On the question of campaign finances, which have not been much of a worry to the Republicans in the past, MacGregor assert that funds are not going to be a problem in the process of cutting back . . . I put a ceiling on the employment of new people at Washington headquarters ten days ago.’ Apparently, the problems are more severe in the national headquarters, as the Massachusetts office ran over its budget several days ago, and when asked whether he would appropriate more campaign funds for this state, MacGregor flatly stated ‘we don’t have the money.”

Loss of enthusiasm

In a news conference prior to the address he gave to the Republican women, MacGregor came close to getting himself misquoted when asked about the retention of present cabinet members.

He responded by saying “the President feels that after a certain period of time on a job, a man loses enthusiasm for that job.” He was quick to add that this is not true in Nixon’s case though there are some members of the cabinet who have served the entire term, singling out secretaries William Rogers of State and Melvin Laird of Defense.

With the possibility that both Laird and Rogers will be out after November, MacGregor hinted that HEW Secretary Richardson may be waiting in the wings to be named as Rodgers’ successor as head of the State Department, while he neither confirmed or denied rumors that Volpe will resign after the election.
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